
MPHS Written Choral Audition
This exam will be taken by everyone who is auditioning for the Choral Program at Mount Pleasant High 
School.  This exam includes general questions on note reading, rhythm and other fundamentals.  It is 
not expected of the student to know everything on the test. Just do your best!

Naming the Notes: Please name the notes by putting the correct letter name for the note on the line 
provided below it.  Sopranos and altos must do treble clef, basses must do bass clef, and tenors can do 
either.

!     
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Symbols:

We use symbols in written music to communicate with the performer exactly how the composer want-
ed certain notes or phrases performed.  Describe in your own words (short phrase) what the symbols 
below mean, what they instruct the performer to do or what they are used for.

     !                                                                                                                                          

  !                                                                                                                                     

  !                                                                                                                                      

                  
                                                                                                                                             

True/False - Put a T before a true statement and an F before a false one.
____ A cappella means to sing without accompaniment.
____ Crescendo means to get slower.
____ A quarter note in 4/4 time will receive 1 beats.
____ Ritardando means to speed up.
____ Allegro would indicate a slow tempo 
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Dynamics: Dynamics in music is like the change in the volume on the radio.  Sometimes the music is 
loud, sometimes soft and sometimes "in-between".  The following is a list of dynamics.  They are in no 
specific order.  Please match the column to the left with the column to the right to show what each 
dynamic marking means.  Use the number to indicate your answer.

1.                     Soft
2.                   Medium Loud
3.              Loud
4.              Medium Soft

Rhythm: Rhythm is the basis of all music.  Please identify the following notes and rests as to their 
names.  Put the correct number beside the correct note or rest.

1. half note 2. eighth note 3. whole note 4. quarter note

5. quarter rest 6. dotted quarter note 7. dotted half note    8. sixteenth note

                                   __                           

                                                                                

Vowels
Vowels are one of the most important things a vocalist must be concerned with.  In order for a word to 
be sung correctly, the proper vowel must be used.  Vowels also can affect tone quality, timbre, and 
pitch.  For each word below indicate which vowel (of the ten) would be used.
ah-as in father,       a-as in sat,        oo-as in who,       o-as in boat,         ee-as in read,
ih-as in bit,             eh-as in bet,      uh-as in but,        u-as in put,         aw-as in saw

 1.  sing                  2.  song                 3.  fall                  4. seat                     5. hat            

 6. moo                     7. dope                  8. just                9.  head                    10. put                       

Solfege
Solfege is a tool that singers use to sight-read and learn music.  Some people just use the solfege syllables, while 
others add hand signs along with each note.  Answer the following questions using solfege syllables.

1. One note above “do” is __________ .

2. Two notes below “re” is_________. 

3.  One note below “la” is ___________. 

4.  Two notes above “mi” is__________.

5. The tonic, or the “resting tone,” or the “home base,” or the most important note is                  .


